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Catholic Counter-Revolution
One Week Study Session Tears the Mask off the Anti-Catholic Agenda
“

I

am not what men believe. Many talk
about me, but they know me little. I am
not Carbonarism … I am not the street
riots … or the change of the monarchy for
a republic, or the substitution of one
dynasty for another, or the temporary perturbation of the public order. I am not the
howls of the
Jacobins, or the
fury of the
Mountain, or the
fight in the barricades, or pillage and
arson, or the agrarian
laws, or the guillotine
and the massacres. I
am not Marat, or
Robespierre, or Babeuf,
Mazzini or Kossuth.
These men are my children, but they are
not me. Those actions are my works, but
they are not me. These men and those
actions are passing events, while I am a
permanent state … I am the hatred of any
order that has not been established by man
himself, and in which he is not king and
god at the same time. I am the proclamation
of the rights of man without any regard for
the rights of God. I am God dethroned and
man put in His place. For that reason, my
name is Revolution, that is, reversal.” In
these famous words by Mgr. Gaume, we
are given a disturbingly insightful personification of Revolution: that active, malicious, willful opposition to the sovereignty
of God and His Church. Born in the “non
serviam” of Lucifer, it first successfully
came into the open with the Protestant
Revolt of 1517 and definitively established
itself in the world with the French
Revolution of 1789. Ever since, wicked
men have been engaged in a determined,
relentless attempt to create a Western world
that rejects as completely as possible its
Christian past.
Rev. Fr. Juan Carlos Iscara, Church
History professor at the Seminary for
twelve years and History professor in
Argentina before being ordained to the
priesthood, has made a special study of the
historical influences leading to the apostasy
of the 21st century. He points out that the
only way to counteract the ongoing revolution against God is to root out the false
principles upon which modern society is
constructed, firstly from our own hearts and
minds, then from those of our friends, and
finally from society itself. It is only in this
way that the Social Kingship of Our Lord
Jesus Christ will be achieved.
It is a crucial message, but how few
there are that are hearing it! Early in 2004,
the Seminary Rector decided to organize a
Study Session for the last week of July in

order to inform a few more receptive souls
about the roots of the cultural, moral and,
especially, doctrinal crisis that shapes our
world. Assisted by Rev. Mr. Thomas Asher
and fifth-year seminarian Paul Robinson,
Fr. Iscara conducted 24 one-hour conferences for the 23 men in attendance.
The first few conferences put the problem in perspective. We must know
the past to understand the present.
However, if our historical view is
distorted – even unconsciously –
by modern errors, we will be
incapable of seeing the realities of the modern world
clearly. We must have our
minds rooted in the Truth
given to us by the Catholic
Church. We must see history as the eternal struggle between Christ and Satan:
between the divinely instituted and guided
Church composed of human members, and
Her enemies raised up by Satan and waging
war against Her until the end of time.
What does the history of mankind
firstly show us? It reveals two different
societies and cultures formed by these two
opposing forces. The Catholic Church,
when she has been able to, has established
Christendom: a society of peoples who
want to live publicly according to the laws
of the holy Gospel, of which truths the
Church is the guardian. Fr. Iscara emphasized that Christendom is not the Church,
but a Christian state of life on earth for a
certain people at a certain time. There have
been many different incarnations of
Christendom, some more perfect than others. All, however, ended with the French
Revolution, when Satan succeeded in
removing the reign of Christ from the public sphere.
The other type of society that history
reveals is the City of Satan, founded on
error and intent on destroying every vestige
of godliness and religiosity among men.
Such societies may be said to have their
prototypes in the ancient pagan civilizations. It is only with the past two centuries,
however, that we have witnessed their real
“flowering.” Our modern world is not only
grossly immoral, as were many ancient cultures, but far worse, it is possessed by an
active, informed hatred for Christianity and
all that it stands for. The apostasy even
goes to the lengths of trying to uproot completely the natural law by fighting against
man’s most basic inclinations towards
good.
It is crucial to understand how we have
gone from the highest expression of
Christianity in the Middle Ages to our current culture of death several centuries later.
This fall is the result of a shift in principles

and doctrine, a change in the way of thinking that, over the course of time, has caused
the breakdown of society.
A major factor in this transition of
thought is the life and work of one man,
Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778; pictured above in watermark). In the course of
four conferences, Fr. Iscara showed how
modern man has been “created” in the
image of Rousseau. Today’s false notions
of the natural goodness of man, his socalled freedom and equality and his
“oppression” by civil society can all be
traced back to Rousseau. For him, a man
can believe and act in any way he desires,
as long as he is sincere and does not offend
his neighbor. There is neither truth nor
moral law outside of the individual.
Moreover, anything restricting man from
doing what he pleases, such as civil laws or
the commands of a superior or teacher,
must be suppressed. Here we have
Liberalism – the exaltation of personal
independence above all other things – in its
purest form.
Since the death of Rousseau, each and
every one of modern governments have
framed their societies, not on Christian
ideals, but rather on the pattern laid out by
Rousseau. Fr. Iscara, in various conferences, pointed out the application of
Rousseau’s ideas in the false notion of the
rights of man from the French Revolution,
in the Romanticism and Liberalism of the
19th century and finally in the LiberalCatholicism and Modernism within the
Church Herself.
The attendees were
also given insight into the
workings of the
Revolution and the application of the thought of
Rousseau through watching The Mastersingers of
Nuremberg, an operatic
blueprint of the revolutionary process written by
Richard Wagner, a revolutionary himself. Fr. Iscara
highlighted the recipe for
endless revolution that
Wagner masterfully wove
into the opera (see VERBUM #73 for a complete
article on the opera).
After four intense
days of lectures focused
on the sources of the
modern world’s apostasy,
the men could not help
wondering: How in the
world are we going to fix
these problems? Leaving
the marching orders for

the end, Fr. Iscara etched out a program for
Catholic Counter-Revolution in the final
conference. He outlined the battle on two
levels. The lower battle is one of defense
and preservation – we must hold onto our
few schools, publications, chapels and
especially the integral Catholic Faith, so
that we might save our souls amidst the
moral anarchy that surrounds us. The higher battle is quite simply the dethronement
of the Revolution and the restoration of
Christendom and the Reign of Christ the
King. Realistically, this is a battle for Our
Lord alone, as it is impossible for a mere
handful to wrest the world from Satan’s
firmly established grip. Our duty is to preserve the Faith until Our Lord sees fit to triumph over His enemies, and then we will
be able to restore what was abolished. We
will be unable to do this, however, if we do
not tear from our hearts and minds every
trace of the false ideas that have been institutionalized around us.
Leaving the men with this examination
of conscience and fortified with all of the
intellectual weapons they need to be a light
in the darkness around them, Fr. Iscara
closed the Seminary’s inaugural Study
Session. It was two years of Church History
crammed into one week, but it was well
worth it to give a few more men the principles needed to restore our Catholic heritage.
Rev. Fr. Juan Carlos Iscara’s research
and love of history inform every class and
conference he teaches at the Seminary.

Canadian Pilgrimage
Honors Martyrs

T

his past September, shortly after
arriving back at the Seminary to
commence the new academic year,
nearly 40 priests, brothers and seminarians
embarked on a journey to assist at the
Society’s Annual Canadian Martyrs’ Shrine
Pilgrimage in Midland, Ontario. Overnight
bags, hymnals and surplices in tow, the pilgrims loaded up on Thursday night the
23rd, and after 20 hours on the road, arrived
at the Society’s Church of the
Transfiguration in Toronto for evening
Mass and supper. From there, the roadweary travellers went to their respective
lodgings, some to a local hotel and others to
the homes of generous parishioners.
On Saturday morning, the priests, seminarians, and brothers, along with the faithful from the surrounding missions, headed
out to Midland for the day’s events. Upon
arriving at the pilgrimage site, the seminarians immediately began preparing for a
Solemn High Mass in honor of the
eight martyrs.
The Mass was celebrated by Fr.
Stephen Somerville (see VERBUM #89),
the movie set chaplain of Mel Gibson’s The
Passion of the Christ and a friend of the
Society. He was recently suspended by His
Eminence Aloysius Cardinal Ambroziac,
the Archbishop of Toronto, for “saying
Latin Masses for a traditional Catholic
splinter group [the SSPX],” a charge which
Father is currently appealing. As a result of
the national attention in the
Canadian media which the suspension drew, the local rector
of the Shrine felt compelled
to react. He did not allow
the Society to use the altar
over the place

where St. Jean de Brebeuf was martyred, so
this year, the pilgrims were forced to erect a
makeshift altar on the Shrine’s campground.
A picnic lunch followed Mass, during
which clerics and faithful mingled and shared
stories. The pilgrimage itself was cut short
due to time constraints, though the seminarians had enough time to visit the church
where relics of the Martyrs are reposed and
to take a brief tour of Our Lady Among the
Hurons, a re-creation of the colony founded
by the Jesuits for the natives.
That Sunday, the Seminary’s pilgrims
went to the Society’s Church of the Holy
Face in St. Catharine’s, Ontario, where
another Solemn High Mass was celebrated,
after which the local faithful hosted a buffet
lunch in the church basement. The pilgrims
then visited nearby
Niagara Falls, and afterwards drove back to
Toronto for a barbeque
hosted by the Toronto
faithful before retiring
for the night.
On Monday, the
travellers heard
Mass, took breakfast
and made their way
back to Winona to

recover from the whirlwind weekend and
resume the busy schedule of the Seminary.
The Pilgrimage illustrated for the seminarians how effectively a public profession
of the Faith can instruct and foster Catholic
piety. The faithful, shown the example of so
many young men consecrating their lives to
the service of the Church, were encouraged
to pray more earnestly for vocations in the
home, to foster them in their lives and, for
some, to emulate the seminarians’ example
by testing a vocation themselves.
For the Society, the Pilgrimage
manifested the continuing life and
vibrancy of Tradition in the face
of unmerited persecutions, unjust
suspensions and spurious excommunications which the
Newchurch hurls at those whose
only desire is fidelity to Eternal
Rome. Ultimately, the
Pilgrimage was an act of Faith,
the adoration of Our Lord
through His Martyrs, whose
blood baptized the land
and prepared North
America for the subsequent growth of the
Catholic Faith in the
New World.

Gary H

J

uly 17, 2004 added another
memorable page to the burgeoning annals of the Society
of St. Pius X. It placed one more
member on the list of Winona alumni, but, more importantly, it was the occasion for the first ordination of a Society
priest in England.
Rev. Fr. Gary Holden was born in
Whalley, county of Lancashire, and grew
up in the hamlet of Old Langho. He was
brought up in the Novus Ordo and his
family regularly attended
On July 17, 2004, Bishop F
Mass at the
Winona alumnus Rev. Fr.
hospital where
Society’s chapel in Lanca
his mother and
England – the first ord
father worked
Society priest in Grea
as nurses. This
made for an
irregular
parish life, but
the seeds of
the Faith were
firmly planted.
On the
advice of their
father, he and
his siblings
sought information on various religious
orders. Fr. Holden was
already hearing the call of
a vocation and felt attracted to the silent, hidden life
of the Cistercians at Mt.
St. Bernard Abbey in
Leicestershire. After graduating from high school
and completing pre-collegiate exams, Father
worked at a local tailor’s
shop. He was introduced to
the Traditional Mass
through the Latin Mass
Rev. Fr. Hold
Society, and eventually
bouquet from R
heard about the “heretical”
at his or
Society of St. Pius X. He
and his elder brother Nigel
did some research and eventually decided
to make a visit to the Society chapel in

Rev. Fr.
MacPherson

Rev. Fr.
Dreher

Holden

Preston. Upon arriving, they
found themselves taking part in a
Rosary march for vocations!
Impressed by what they saw, the
brothers continued to read and eventually were won over to Tradition, the
final convincing arguments being made
by The Ottaviani Intervention and
Archbishop Lefebvre’s Open Letter to
Confused Catholics.
Over the course of several years,
Nigel and Gary attended the Society
chapel weekly. They
joined the Third Order
Fellay ordained
and eventually decided to
. Holden at the
enter the Seminary in
ashire County,
Winona. Though Nigel’s
ination of a
vocation was not with the
at Britain.
Society, Gary continued
through the six years of
study. Looking back, he
remembers how difficult
it was to adjust to the different cultures of both the
Seminary and the United
States. In retrospect,
however, those sacrifices
were extremely valuable.
After completing his
courses, Fr.
Holden spent a
year at the
Society’s St.
Michael’s School
near London as a
deacon. He thus
brings to the
priesthood a
year’s experience
in the apostolate.
He said that
active parish
work is like
“being on the
white rapids of a
river.” Father
den receives a spiritual
says that because
Rev. Fr. Matthew Clifton
of the hectic
rdination banquet.
nature of the
apostolate, the
lessons learned through the regularity
and community life of the Seminary
must be applied daily by priests, but the
challenges in doing so are much greater.
“If you have no regularity as a priest,”
he says, “you quickly turn into just a
someone who performs particular tasks.
The priesthood must be lived on the
supernatural level; otherwise everything
falls apart. It does not matter how many
natural talents you have nor how you
use them; if you do not have a regular
spiritual life, you will dry up and eventually fall away.”
Father’s landmark ordination was a
great boost for the District of Great
Britain, and every priory was favored
with a First Mass before Father traveled to the States to celebrate First
Masses and give first blessings. He was
pleased to learn that he had been
assigned back to St. Michael’s; it is a
little flock that he has come to know
and love. While aware of his great
unworthiness, he is eager to be a vehicle of grace for others for as many
years as God wishes to give him.
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Benedictine Monks Are
Welcome Additions to Seminary

F

riends of the Seminary are well
acquainted with the four Society
brothers assigned to Winona, whose
labor is vital to the Seminary’s operation.
But a visitor to Stockton Hill this fall
would discover four brothers of a different
kind. For the second consecutive year, two
Benedictine monks from Our Lady of
Guadalupe Monastery in Silver City, New
Mexico, have entered the Seminary in
Winona. Brs. Thomas Aquinas and
Augustine, wearing hood and habit, joined
12 other young men, dressed in suit and
tie, in the 2004 Spirituality class. These
two sons of St. Benedict follow in the footsteps of Brs. Gabriel and Raphael who
entered last year and began studies this fall
in their first year of philosophy.
Normally, a monk blessed with a
priestly vocation would receive his forma-

superiors must seek help from their allies
within Tradition to train the next generation of monastic priests.
While most seminarians tell widely
differing stories of how God called them to
the monastery, for the traditional
Benedictine the call to the priesthood is
always heard in the same way: through
obedience to his superior. After a brother
in Silver City completes his postulancy, he
begins his two years of novitiate. During
this period, while the novice master is
studying the soul for signs of a monastic
vocation, he is also searching for signs of a
priestly vocation. If the novice master and
prior agree that the brother is called to the
priesthood, then, on the occasion of his
taking first vows, his hair is cut to form the
“corona” or monastic tonsure. By this step,
the monk’s vocation is rendered official,

The prayerful presence of the four Benedictine monks (from left to right:
Brs. Gabriel, Raphael, Augustine and Thomas Aquinas) in the Seminary chapel
is a powerful aid to their fellow seminarians. Their continual state of quiet
recollection and humility is a constant sermon to those around them.
tion within his monastery. After ordination,
he would remain within the cloister as a
“priest-monk.” Besides offering Mass, he
might teach or serve as novice master or
sub-prior and perhaps eventually as prior.
If, in time, a monastic community grew
large enough, one or more of these priestmonks would be sent to a different location
where they would establish a new foundation. Such is the usual program by which
contemplative priests nurture and spread
the monastic life. But in the current crisis
when religious communities faithful to
Tradition are lacking the resources necessary for priestly formation, their religious

and he is sent away from the monastery to
continue his studies. Once in the Seminary,
he is bound by his vow of obedience and
his vow of stability not to leave unless
recalled by his superior. Br. Raphael
believes these vows make the experience
of the Benedictine seminarian somewhat
different from that of the Society seminarian. “While the Society seminarians could
suffer temptations concerning their decision to consecrate their lives in the service
of God, for us there is complete peace. We
are already consecrated.”
There are other differences as well.
While most first-years struggle to shake off

the spirit of the world and to build, probably for the first time, a solid life of prayer,
a “seminarian-monk” focuses mainly on
adapting to a prayer life and routine different from that to which he is already accustomed. Br. Gabriel says that it is difficult
for a monk to devote less time to prayer
and to spend less time in silence. “The
great joy of a contemplative soul is to pray
and to praise God in the silence of his soul.
At the monastery, we chant all the hours of
the Divine Office and speak only during
the recreation which occurs once per week.
Still, the uppermost duty of a religious is
to do the will of God, and it is God’s will
that we live, for the present, a life fully
devoted to studies.”
Whatever unique challenges the
brothers might have faced adjusting to
Seminary life, they have made the transition well. Br. Gabriel’s knowledge of
Gregorian chant makes him a valued
schola member and Br. Raphael’s sewing
skills are greatly appreciated by his fellow
sacristans. This year, Br. Thomas Aquinas
will be joining him in the Sacristy, while
Br. Augustine will lend his talents to the
MC department. Despite their cloistered
background, the brothers have also
demonstrated a surprising aptitude for
such non-monastic activities as soccer,
volleyball, ping-pong and bowling.
The non-Benedictine seminarians are
grateful to their new classmates for other
reasons besides the knowledge and work
ethic they bring with them. Through them,
the other seminarians gain greater familiarity with the monastic life. With this knowledge, they will be better prepared to preach
about this life in the apostolate and to recognize religious vocations within their
future flocks. Most importantly, the
Benedictines serve as a reminder that,
while there is diversity in vocations, the
contemplative life and the active life are
indissolubly linked. The contemplative
life, the inner life of prayer and union with
God, is meant to be the very “soul of the
apostolate,” as Dom Chautard says in his
famous book by that title. For seminarians
only recently come from a world obsessed
with frantic activity, the example of the
brothers points out the first duty of all
priests, secular or religious: to strive
after personal perfection. With the
coming of the Benedictines, there are
now several kinds of “brothers” united
in this noble goal.

Trans-Atlantic Arrivals Replace
Departing Professors

T

wo familiar faces are missing from
the Seminary choir stalls. The first
is Rev. Fr. Wolfgang Goettler,
whose twenty-plus years of service at the
Seminary, including several years as Vice
Rector, have left an indelible mark characterized by fidelity to duty. In teaching
classes of Theology, Sacred Scripture and
Rev. Fr. MacPherson’s Latin II students
are rapidly coming to recognize this genial
smile as the prelude to an
avalanche of homework.

F

Latin, he served a crucial role in the formation of many priests and former seminarians. The second, Rev. Fr. Brenden Dardis,
O.S.B., served the Seminary as a professor
since 1996, when he allied himself with the
Society. He has now become the pastor of
the busy SSPX chapels of Cincinnati, OH,
and Louisville, KY. Meanwhile, Fr.
Goettler has gone farther south and west to
the contemplative confines of Our Lady of
Guadalupe Monastery in Silver City, NM.
His well deserved sabbatical year there
will be “a time of prayer, penance and
study,” to use Father’s own words.
Both professors will be missed but
the mission will be continued by
two new professors imported from
England.
VERBUM is pleased to welcome Rev. Fr. Joseph Dreher and
Rev. Fr. Robert MacPherson back
to the Seminary after some years
in the apostolate since their ordinations in 1995 and 2002, respectively. Enriched by their years of
apostolic work, they have now
been called upon to impart their
learning and sacerdotal experience
to seminarians.
Fr. Dreher, immediately following his ordination, was stationed for
three years in El Paso at the SSPX
Brother’s Novitiate, where he was
in charge of the priory and school.
In 1998, he was assigned to St.
Michael’s, the Society’s only
school in England. Father com-

bined duties of headmaster,
teacher and prior during his
six years there. At the
Seminary, Father will teach
Latin I to entering seminarians, filling in where Fr.
Dardis left off. He will also
teach Catholic Doctrine and
Music to the Humanities
seminarians. Father will be
spending some of his recreation time outdoors in the
Seminary orchard; as an
extra-curricular project, he
will take over the care of,
among other things, the
apple trees formerly tended
by Fr. Goettler.
Fr. MacPherson’s apostolic tenure spanned the
length of two years, also in
Great Britain. Father was
stationed at the district’s
headquarters in Wimbledon.
He received the duties of disRev. Fr. Dreher’s melodious voice is a welcome
trict bursar when the
addition in chapel, while his methodical teaching
accounts were centralized
style, perfected at St. Michael’s in England, is much
and also fulfilled the maniappreciated by the incoming Humanities seminarians.
fold obligations of district
secretary. In his new position
as seminary professor, Father
especially appreciative of the ordered,
will teach Dogma II to the upper-year
well-structured regularity of Seminary life
seminarians, as well as Latin II and
and the liturgical splendor which the
Introduction to Scripture to those in
Seminary is able to offer. Fr. MacPherson
the lower years.
admitted candidly that his first day of
For both, the transition back to the
teaching Dogma II to some of his former
Seminary has been pleasant. Fr. Dreher is
classmates had given him the sensation, at
least initially, of entering into an oral
exam. Despite that, Father is quickly acclimating to his new teaching role. VERBUM
joined the ranks of all those asking Father
what it was like to be “up there at the head
table” with his former professors. Father
simply laughed and said that they are still
his superiors and that he doubted whether
anyone feels equal to his “fathers” in the
priesthood any more than he feels equal to
his own father just because he has reached
the age of twenty-one.
As for the Seminary, she is always
happy to welcome back her priestly graduates, especially when they return for an
extended stay. May Fathers Dreher and
MacPherson be granted many fruitful years
here in their new apostolate of forming
seminarians into ardent apostles by handing down what they have been given.

or better or for worse, the Internet is here to stay. And while we lament the innumerable evils which this global medium has
triggered, it should not be forgotten that such a tool can be harnessed for great good.
This was the thought which inspired a number of technically inclined seminarians to request permission to build a website for
St. Thomas Aquinas Seminary during the fall of 2003. By establishing the Seminary on the web, information on priestly vocations in the
Society of St. Pius X could be made available to a wide range of people, reaching Catholics and non-Catholics across the globe. After
thoughtful consideration, the Rector granted his consent, and within weeks the work commenced. The project was done entirely “inhouse,” and the Seminary did not incur any additional costs.
Since the project could not conflict with the seminarians’ busy schedules, the “Web Team” was forced to work quickly and efficiently
during its limited free time. Each week the members met to discuss the site’s progress. One seminarian was assigned to write the computer
code, another was responsible for the art and design and many others were recruited for hundreds of hours of scanning images and entering text. It was a team effort from start to finish, lasting a total of six months. Time was always scarce, but by the summer of 2004, the
first version of the website was ready to be put on the web.
On July 30th, the Seminary’s website went live. STAS.ORG was online! The site presently features downloadable versions of all the
VERBUM publications, copies of the Rector’s Letter dating all the way back to 1983, a photo gallery of nearly 1,000 pictures and a mass
of information pertaining to Seminary life and the priestly vocation.
While STAS.ORG is officially online, it is not by any means complete. Work on the site will continue into the future, with new items
appearing every few months. The next major update to the site is scheduled for Christmas of 2004. It is the fervent hope of the seminarians involved with the Seminary website that their work will contribute in some small way to the Society’s work of preserving the traditional Catholic priesthood.

